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the future. However, we posit that a purpose-built argumentation
framework for forecasting is essential to effectively utilise computational argumentation’s reasoning capabilities in this context.
We draw from forecasting literature to inform the design of a new
computational argumentation framework tailored to forecasting.

ABSTRACT
We introduce the Forecasting Argumentation Framework (FAF), a
novel argumentation framework for forecasting informed by recent judgmental forecasting research. FAFs comprise update frameworks which empower (human or artificial) agents to argue over
time with and about probability of scenarios, whilst flagging perceived irrationality in their behaviour with a view to improving
their forecasting accuracy. FAFs include three argument types with
future forecasts and aggregate the strength of these arguments to
inform estimates of the likelihood of scenarios. We describe an
implementation of FAFs for supporting forecasting agents.
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A BIRD’S EYE VIEW

Here we describe informally our argumentative forecasting process. This starts with an initial forecast F on the probability of an
outcome and progressively updates this forecast as a result of independent debates between agents involved in the forecasting. Each
debate is based on a proposal argument P for revising F , taking
into account some new and relevant evidence or context as captured by amendment arguments proposing to increase or decrease
the forecast in the proposal argument, as well as pro/con arguments
(borrowed from QuAD frameworks [5]). The latter can only be in
relation with amendment arguments (thus leading to hierarchically
structured debates with proposal arguments at the top, amendment
arguments in the middle, and pro/con arguments at the bottom,
possibly in several strata). After each debate, the current forecast
is updated to form the next forecast. The nature of this update —
whether it should increase or decrease and by how much – is determined argumentatively, following the agents’ voting on the pro/con
arguments, their individual forecasts and the verification that they
are rational given their confidence in the proposal argument. Thus
we understand an agent’s (ir)rationality, informally, as the degree
to which its probabilistic forecast (dis)agrees with the votes it has
put forward on the arguments. The aggregation of all (rational)
individual forecasts becomes the current forecast of the group. This
may be updated subsequently via the same process, if time allows.
The process can be summarised as follows:
Step 1: An agent opens the debate by introducing P, which
proposes a revision of F .
Step 2: A shared debate develops as agents add increase/decrease
amendment arguments (X ↑ /X ↓ ) as well as pro/con arguments
(X + /X − ) debating the reasoning behind X ↑ and X ↓ . X + and X −
arguments are voted on by the agents.
Step 3: All agents advance an individual forecast.
Step 4: Irrational forecasting is prevented by stopping individual
agents from making forecasts which run contrary to their confidence
score, which encodes their belief wrt P. An agent’s confidence score
is calculated from their votes using a variant of the DF-QuAD algorithm [19] originally defined for determining arguments’ dialectical
strength in QuAD frameworks.
Step 5: An aggregated forecast is produced from all the agents’
(rational) forecasts, using a weighted mean function which adjusts
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INTRODUCTION

Historically, humans have performed inconsistently in judgemental forecasting [15, 20], which incorporates subjective opinion and
probability estimates to predictions [14]. Yet, human judgement
remains essential when pure statistical methods are inapplicable,
e.g. where historic data alone is insufficient or for one-off, ‘unknowable’ events [1, 3, 18]. Effective tools to help humans improve their
predictive abilities thus have enormous potential for impact.
Research on judgemental forecasting (see [14, 23] for overviews)
is instructive in establishing the desired properties for systems for
supporting forecasting. In addition to reaffirming the importance
of fine-grained probabilistic reasoning [16], this literature points
to the benefits of some group techniques versus solo forecasting
[13, 21], of synthesising qualitative and quantitative information
[14], of combating agents’ irrationality [8] and of high agent engagement with the forecasting challenge, e.g. robust debating [13]
and frequent prediction updates [16].
Computational argumentation (see [2, 4] for overviews), involves
reasoning with uncertainty and resolving conflicting information
and as such is an ideal candidate for aggregating the broad, polymorphous set of information involved in judgemental group forecasting.
Subsets of the requirements for forecasting systems are addressed
by individual formalisms, e.g. probabilistic argumentation [9–12, 22]
may effectively represent and analyse uncertain arguments about
Proc. of the 21st International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
(AAMAS 2022), P. Faliszewski, V. Mascardi, C. Pelachaud, M.E. Taylor (eds.), May 9–13,
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each user’s influence based on their previous forecasting accuracy
(Brier Score [7]). This new aggregated forecast becomes F .
Steps 1-5 are repeated up to a preset time limit, at which point
the aggregated forecast is returned.
Update frameworks underpin Steps 1-3 and are a novel form of
computational argumentation framework. They amount to proposal, amendment and pro/con arguments and relations between
them (in the spirit of QuAD frameworks [5]). We stress that the
connection with computational argumentation goes past the use of
(various types of) arguments and relations between them. Indeed,
the ultimate acceptability of a proposal argument is encoded in its
confidence score, which is calculated by aggregating the DF-QuAD
scores [19] of the amendment arguments (in the individual agent’s
view of the update framework).
A Forecasting Argumentation Framework (FAF) is made up of sequences of these update frameworks, addressing a single forecasting
question over time. Note that FAFs can be seen as forming the basis
for deliberative democratic [6] forecasting. F is initialised with a preagreed ‘base-rate’ forecast, e.g. based on historic data. Subsequently,
the forecast is revised by one or more (non-concurrent) debates,
opened and resolved by participating agents within the time limit.
The composite nature of this process enables the appraisal of new
epistemic and probabilistic contexts as and when they arise. Rather
than confronting an unbounded forecasting question with a diffuse
set of possible debates open at once, all agents concentrate their
argumentation on a single topic (a proposal) at any given time.

3

Figure 1: An example update framework in Arg&Forecast,
where P is represented as the root node, X ↑ and X ↓ are
marked with up/down arrows respectively and X + and X −
arguments are marked with plus/minus icons, respectively.
debate has stabilised, and all users have made rational forecasts
(Step 5). The final aggregated forecast of the latest update framework becomes the current forecast for the overall question. At this
point, debate participants are free to add further update frameworks
based on new evidence or information. This cycle continues until
the question runs beyond its initial preset time window, or the
debate is resolved by the revelation of a ground truth.

IMPLEMENTATION: ARG&FORECAST

We produced a preliminary implementation of FAFs in the form of
a publicly available web platform1 called Arg&Forecast, extending
the open source platform Arg&Dec [17]2 . Arg&Forecast enables
users to initialise FAFs and debate, in real time, in a series of update
frameworks, aided by a visual graph interface (illustrated in Figure 1,
where the overall forecasting question is ‘Will the Tokyo Olympics
be cancelled/postponed to another year?’).
Users can initialise a FAF and then an update framework within
that FAF by introducing a proposal node to revise F (Step 1 in
Section 2). In the example in Figure 1, P contains new evidence relevant to the forecasting question, namely the emergence of polling
data showing that the Japanese public would like the Olympics
to be cancelled. Accordingly, P suggests a new forecast reflecting
increased probability of cancellation (72%). Subsequently, and in
real time, other participants argue about P (Step 2), by adding the
amendment and pro/con arguments in Figure 1, using the panel
atop the graph interface. Concurrently, participating users can vote
on the pro/con arguments by selecting the options icon at the top
right corner of the nodes holding the pro/con arguments. Each
user may give each argument a personal base score (in [0,1]) and,
in turn, this impacts their overall confidence score, calculated by
Arg&Forecast. When users advance an individual forecast using the
forecast input box on the left (Step 3), this confidence score is used
to flag irrationality (Step 4) by blocking offending forecasts and
alerting users with an onscreen dialogue. The update framework
can close when a) its time limit set at the outset runs out or b) the

Evaluation. We explored, with a small scale human user study
of Arg&Forecast, possible strengths of the platform in facilitating
higher forecasting accuracy and debate engagement. In a real time
forecasting challenge, a subgroup which used Arg&Forecast significantly outperformed (21% lower overall Brier score) a control
subgroup, who used a chatroom variation on the standard focus
group forecasting methodology [13]. The platform group also carried out 151% more debate engagements (proposal, amendment,
pro/con arguments) and 57% more forecasts.

4

FUTURE WORK

There are a multitude of possible directions for future work, including: (i) considering multi-valued outcomes (e.g. ‘Who will win the
next UK election?’), (ii) integrating further rationality constraints,
(iii) constraining agents’ argumentation (e.g. by using past Brier
scores to limit the quantity or strength of agents’ arguments ), and
(iv) conducting further experiments with Arg&Forecast or with
other implementations of our framework.
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